2019 FRAP Keynotes
Prof. Bonnie Buchanan
University of Surrey, UK
Fintechs: Challenges and Opportunities
“Fintech is rapidly disrupting and refining existing
financial services. Its full potential is yet to be realised,
but Fintech has the potential to address society's big
questions such as better financial inclusion.”

Prof. Ahmed Marhfor
University of Quebec, CA
Executive compensation: An agency or a
negative externality problem?
“Inefficient CEO compensation may arise even if
managers act in the best interest of firm’s shareholders
and non-investing stakeholders.”

Dr. Yuri Katz
S&P Global Market Intelligence, US
Planetary boundaries of consumption growth: Climate
finance and declining social discount rates
“If we agree that, in general, nothing in our Universe can
exponentially grow forever and, in particular, anthropogenic
climate change poses a serious problem for future generations, it
would be hard to justify the use of classic Ramsey Rule in climate
finance. We demonstrate that in the bounded economy the
conventional C-CAPM leads to a declining long-term tail of a
social discount curve. Our study could help a social planner to
shape a more realistic discounting policy”

Prof. Othmar Lehner
ACRN Oxford Centre, UK
Digital Accounting
“While existing research on the larger digital transformation has
so far answered the question “What do we know?”, thus focusing
on the status quo (Vial, 2019) - our understanding of digital
accounting rather lends itself to the question of “What should we
know?”. That is because the phenomenon of digital accounting,
with its various facets reaching from the technological to the
normative is in itself still poorly understood - and much less so are
the potential implications on individuals, organizations and the
larger society. In order to shine a little light on these, we conduct a
large scale, global delphi-study on the future of digital accounting
and derive a set of guiding research topics. In this panel we will
present our early findings and invite the FRAP community to join
forces and discuss how accounting in the year 2030 might look
like.”

Prof. Michael Dorff
Southwestern Law School, US
The Future or Fancy? An Empirical Study of Public Benefit
Corporations
“Public benefit corporations (“PBCs”) and benefit corporations (“BCs”)
are new forms of business organizations in the United States that are
required to balance the quest for profits against the provision of other
social values. Using a hand-gathered data sample, we discern whether
for-profit investment is occurring in PBCs and BCs, and if so, whether it
is different in kind from ordinary early stage investment. This allows us
to assess the development of PBCs and BCs, and the potential for future
large-scale investment and utilization of the form by mainstream
companies.”

Prof. Minna Martikainen
Hanken School of Economics, FIN
Future of Sustainability in Accounting and
Finance

Prof. James M. Chen
Michigan State University, US
The decomposition of long-term pricing effects

Mag. Sirpa Pietikäinen
European Parliament, FIN
Sustainability in Europe

